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Sam Smith - In the Lonely Hour
Songbook
For almost two years now, Kiera's boyfriend, Denny,
has been everything she's ever wanted: loving,
tender, and endlessly devoted to her. When they
head off to a new city to start their lives together,
Denny at his dream job and Kiera at a top-notch
university, everything seems perfect. Then an
unforeseen obligation forces the happy couple apart.
Feeling lonely, confused, and in need of comfort,
Kiera turns to an unexpected source - a local rock star
named Kellan Kyle. At first, he's purely a friend that
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she can lean on, but as her loneliness grows, so does
their relationship. And then one night everything
changes . . . and one thing's for sure - nothing will
ever be the same.

Planet Dragos
“[An] utterly enthralling piece of music, sharp and
soulful and ferociously insightful all at once…This
singular, spellbinding novel is…an exploration of
identity itself.” —Leslie Jamison, author of The
Recovering and Make It Scream, Make It Burn
“Wasserman has a unique gift for describing the
turbulent intersection of love and need, hinting that
the freedom we seek may only be the freedom to
change.” —Liz Phair, author of Horror Stories From
the author of Girls on Fire comes a psychologically
riveting novel centered around a woman with no
memory, the scientists invested in studying her, and
the daughter who longs to understand. Who is Wendy
Doe? The woman, found on a Peter Pan Bus to
Philadelphia, has no money, no ID, and no memory of
who she is, where she was going, or what she might
have done. She’s assigned a name and diagnosis by
the state: Dissociative fugue, a temporary amnesia
that could lift at any moment—or never at all. When
Dr. Benjamin Strauss invites her to submit herself for
experimental observation at his Meadowlark Institute
for Memory Research, she feels like she has no other
choice. To Dr. Strauss, Wendy is a female body,
subject to his investigation and control. To Strauss’s
ambitious student, Lizzie Epstein, she’s an object of
fascination, a mirror of Lizzie’s own desires, and an
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invitation to wonder: once a woman is untethered
from all past and present obligations of womanhood,
who is she allowed to become? To Alice, the daughter
she left behind, Wendy Doe is an absence so present
it threatens to tear Alice’s world apart. Through their
attempts to untangle the mystery of Wendy’s
identity—as well as Wendy’s own struggle to
construct a new self—Wasserman has crafted a jawdropping, multi-voiced journey of discovery,
reckoning, and reclamation. Searing, propulsive, and
compassionate, Mother Daughter Widow Wife is an
ambitious exploration of selfhood from an expert and
enthralling storyteller.

Pride and Pleasure
New York Times bestselling author Megan McCafferty
returns to her roots with this YA coming of age story
set in a New Jersey mall. The year is 1991.
Scrunchies, mixtapes and 90210 are, like, totally
fresh. Cassie Worthy is psyched to spend the summer
after graduation working at the Parkway Center Mall.
In six weeks, she and her boyfriend head off to
college in NYC to fulfill The Plan: higher education and
happily ever after. But you know what they say about
the best laid plans Set entirely in a classic
“monument to consumerism,” the novel follows
Cassie as she finds friendship, love, and ultimately
herself, in the most unexpected of places. Megan
McCafferty, beloved New York Times bestselling
author of the Jessica Darling series, takes readers on
an epic trip back in time to The Mall.
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Taint
Welcome to the Dead House. Three students: dead.
Carly Johnson: vanished without a trace. Two decades
have passed since an inferno swept through
Elmbridge High, claiming the lives of three teenagers
and causing one student, Carly Johnson, to disappear.
The main suspect: Kaitlyn, "the girl of nowhere."
Kaitlyn's diary, discovered in the ruins of Elmbridge
High, reveals the thoughts of a disturbed mind. Its
charred pages tell a sinister version of events that
took place that tragic night, and the girl of nowhere is
caught in the center of it all. But many claim Kaitlyn
doesn't exist, and in a way, she doesn't - because she
is the alter ego of Carly Johnson. Carly gets the day.
Kaitlyn has the night. It's during the night that a
mystery surrounding the Dead House unravels and a
dark, twisted magic ruins the lives of each student
that dares touch it. Debut author Dawn Kurtagich
masterfully weaves together a thrilling and terrifying
story using psychiatric reports, witness testimonials,
video footage, and the discovered diary - and as the
mystery grows, the horrifying truth about what
happened that night unfolds.

Romanische Fachsprachen
"Right now, you're probably asking yourself two
things: Who am I? and What the hell are you doing
here? Let's start with the most obvious question, shall
we? You're here, ladies, because you can't f*ck." Oh,
stop it. Don't cringe. No one under the age of eighty
clutches her pearls. You might as well get used to it,
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because for the next six weeks, you're going to hear
that word a lot. And you're going to say it a lot. Go
ahead, try it out on your tongue. F*ck. F***ck. Okay,
good. Now, where were we? If you enrolled yourself in
this program, then you are wholly aware that you're a
lousy lay. Good for you. Admitting it is half the battle.
For those of you who have been sent here by your
husband or significant other, dry your tears and get
over it. You've been given a gift, ladies. The gift of
mind-blowing, wall-climbing, multiple-orgasminducing sex. You have the opportunity to f*ck like a
porn star. And I guarantee that you will when I'm done
with you. And who am I? Well, for the next six weeks,
I will be your lover, your teacher, your best friend, and
your worst enemy. Your every-f*cking-thing. I'm the
one who is going to save your relationship and your
sex life. I am Justice Drake. And I turn housewives into
whores. Now . . . who's first?

The Dead House
(Easy Piano Personality). Easy arrangements of 34 of
the finest from this beloved artist. Includes: Annie's
Song * Fly Away * Follow Me * For Baby (For Bobbie) *
Grandma's Feather Bed * Leaving on a Jet Plane *
Matthew * Perhaps Love * Poems, Prayers and
Promises * Rocky Mountain High * Sunshine on My
Shoulders * Take Me Home, Country Roads * Thank
God I'm a Country Boy * Whispering Jesse * and many
more.

Midnight Lily
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Never mix business with pleasure. Never bring politics
into the bedroom. In a way I did both when I took
Jackson Rutledge as a lover. I can't say I wasn't
warned. Two years later, he was back. Walking into a
deal I'd worked hard to close. Under the tutelage of
Lei Yeung, one of the sharpest businesswomen in New
York, I had picked up a thing or two since Jax walked
away. I wasn't the girl he once knew, but he hadn't
changed. Unlike the last time we'd drifted into each
other's lives, I knew exactly what I was dealing with
and how addictive his touch could be. The inner circle
of glamour, sex, and privilege was Jax's
playground--but this time, I knew the rules of the
game. In the cutthroat business world, one adage
rules all: keep your enemies close and your ex-lovers
closer

Ask for It
From New York Times, USA Today & Wall Street
Journal best-selling author J.A. Redmerski, comes a
dangerous and boundary pushing new crime and
suspense series, In the Company of Killers. ---Reading Order- #1 - KILLING SARAI #2 - REVIVING
IZABEL #3 - THE SWAN & THE JACKAL #4 - SEEDS OF
INIQUITY #5 - THE BLACK WOLF #6 - BEHIND THE
HANDS THAT KILL --- Sarai was only fourteen when
her mother uprooted her to live in Mexico with a
notorious drug lord. Over time she forgot what it was
like to live a normal life, but she never let go of her
hope to escape the compound where she has been
held for the past nine years. Victor is a cold-blooded
assassin who, like Sarai, has known only death and
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violence since he was a young boy. When Victor
arrives at the compound to collect details and
payment for a hit, Sarai sees him as her only
opportunity for escape. But things don't go as planned
and instead of finding transport back to Tucson, she
finds herself free from one dangerous man and
caught in the clutches of another. While on the run,
Victor strays from his primal nature as he succumbs
to his conscience and resolves to help Sarai. As they
grow closer, he finds himself willing to risk everything
to keep her alive; even his relationship with his
devoted brother and liaison, Niklas, who now like
everyone else wants Sarai dead. As Victor and Sarai
slowly build a trust, the differences between them
seem to lessen, and an unlikely attraction intensifies.
But Victor's brutal skills and experience may not be
enough in the end to save her, as the power she
unknowingly holds over him may ultimately be what
gets her killed.

A Dark Kiss of Rapture
(Easy Piano Personality). The debut album by this
British pop artist went all the way to #2 on the
Billboard 200 Album Charts, led by the hit single "Stay
with Me." This folio features simplified piano
arrangements of this hit, plus 13 more songs: Good
Thing * I'm Not the Only One * Leave Your Lover *
Make It to Me * Not in That Way * Restart * and more.

Jackie and Maria
Three men, sworn enemies, vie for sway over the girl
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witch--a blue-eyed innocent--who is to rule over the
Dark Kingdom, commencing a ruthless game of
politics, magic and betrayal, in which the weapons are
love and hate. Original.

Captivated By You
Wealth Has Its Dangers. . . There are disadvantages
to being an heiress, as Eliza Martin knows well.
Fortune hunters corner her, friends become
opportunistic, and lately, someone is engineering
"accidents" to propel her into marriage. Not one to be
bullied, Eliza needs the right man to infiltrate the nest
of suitors. . . . . .So Do Certain Men By all measures,
Jasper Bond is the wrong man for the job. He can't
dance, isn't known for his restraint, and his blood
heats whenever he's near his latest employer. Eliza
Martin insists no one will believe an intellectual like
her could be seduced by a man of action like Jasper,
but the combination of his desire and her mystery
makes the case one he can't resist. Client satisfaction
is a point of pride and it's his pleasure to prove he's
just the man she needs after all. . . "Everything
romance readers expect and more." --RT Book
Reviews

Afterburn / Aftershock
Of all the Fallen, Raze's hungers are some of the
darkest and most insatiable. His brazen seductions
cost him his wings, leaving him soulless and immortal,
the most dangerous of seducers. He has roamed the
earth for eons, hunting the rogues of his kind and
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protecting the humans who provide him with blood
and sex. He is content with his life and the transient
pleasures that flow through it until one night and one
woman change everything. Kimberly McAdams is
smart, beautiful, and wealthy. She can have any man
she wants, but the moment she sets eyes on the
lethally stunning Raze she knows he's the man she
needs. As one searingly erotic night burns into
something deeper and far more vital than either of
them expected, an adversary from Raze's past sees a
chance for revenge. Twisted by hatred, she will take
from Raze what was taken from her--the precious gift
of love.

Eve of Darkness
"Jane Graves will win your heart." - Lori Foster, New
York Times bestselling author Accountant Heather
Montgomery is a planner. So never in her wildest
dreams did she think she'd run into sexy charmer
Tony McCaffrey in Vegas, play lady luck, and
celebrate his jackpot with a champagne-soaked night.
And she certainly never expected to wake up the next
morning married! How could this good girl pick a man
whose fridge is empty and whose apartment is a
disaster zone, yet still drives her so crazy with lust
she can't see straight? Quickly hitched and happily
ditched, Tony can't wait to get back to his playboy
ways. But when Heather's family is thrilled that their
no-nonsense daughter is finally in love, he proposes a
plan: stay married for a month to repay his good luck
charm, even though she sterilizes his toothbrush and
forbids anything between the sheets. But Heather is
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more than he bargained for--a sharp-witted,
passionate woman who just might turn his near miss
into wedded bliss!

Seven Years to Sin
Continues the saga of Gideon and Eva, whose
passionate bond is put to an ultimate test by torments
from their respective pasts.

Entwined with You
Cursed by God, hunted by demons, desired by Cain
and Abel All in a day's work. For Evangeline Hollis, a
long ago fling with a bad boy from the wrong side of
the tracks just became a disaster of biblical
proportions. One night with a leather-clad man of
mystery has led to a divine punishment: the Mark of
Cain. Thrust into a world where sinners are drafted
into service to kill demons, Eve's learning curve is
short. A longtime agnostic, she begrudgingly
maneuvers through a celestial bureaucracy where she
is a valuable but ill-treated pawn. She's also become
the latest point of contention in the oldest case of
sibling rivalry in history But she'll worry about all that
later. Right now she's more concerned with learning
to kill while staying alive. And saving the soul she'd
never believed she had in S.J. Day's Eve of Darkness.
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.

Mother Daughter Widow Wife
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A standalone romance from the New York Times
bestselling author of Archer's Voice. Holden Scott is
the prince of professional football. At least he was
before he lost it all . . . or more to the point, before he
threw it all away. Now he's out of a job, out of the
public's good graces, and perhaps just a little out of
his mind. So when a friend offers up his remote lodge
in the wilds of Colorado, giving Holden some time
away to get his life back on track, he can hardly say
no. The last thing he expects is to see a beautiful girl
in the woods-one wearing a white, lace dress who
appears in the moonlight, and leaves no footprints
behind. Is she a dream? A ghost? A product of his
muddled imagination? Or something entirely
different? Midnight Lily is the haunting love story of
two lost souls reaching for each other in the dark. A
tale of healing, acceptance, and the worlds we create
to protect our own hearts. It is a story of being lost, of
being found, and of being in the place between. THIS
IS A STAND-ALONE SIGN OF LOVE NOVEL, INSPIRED
BY VIRGO. Non-Paranormal, New Adult Contemporary
Romance: Due to strong language and sexual
content, this book is not intended for readers under
the age of 18.

Afterburn & Aftershock: Afterburn /
Aftershock
STRANGER He wears a maskand he is following her.
Staring at her like no other man since Colin. But Colin
is dead and Amelia believes she will never again
shiver with pleasure, never again sigh his name.
LOVER Until her masked pursuer lures her into a
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moonlit garden and a single, reckless kiss. Now she is
obsessed with discovering his identity. Perfectly
attuned to his every desire, his every thought, she will
not stop until she knows his every secret. Praise for
Sylvia Day and her novels “Bared to You obliterates
the competition . . . unique and unforgettable.”
—Joyfully Reviewed “Terrific. Readers will have a
passion for Sylvia Day’s fine historicals.” —Midwest
Book Review on A Passion for Him “Brilliantly blends
danger and desire into an intrigue-rich, lushly sensual
love story.” —Booklist on A Passion for Him

Unteachable
Ann Smith loves her handsome, dynamic boss, Jasha
Wilder, but her daring plan to seduce him goes awry
when she encounters a powerful wolf who-before her
horrified eyes-changes into the man she adores. She
soon discovers she can't escape her destiny, for she is
the woman fated to break the curse that binds his
soul.

One with You
-- THIS MAN People think they have Camille Logan
nailed: daddy's girl; beautiful, spoiled young woman
with her father's bank balance to fund her lifestyle.
But Camille is determined to have a life free from his
strings. Out on her own, she's made mistakes,
including one that found her clawing her way back
after a stint in rehab and plenty of bad press. Now,
after fighting so hard to be independent and happy,
she finds her life threatened as a result of her father's
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ruthless business dealings. Caught between
resentment and fear, Camille prepares herself for the
measures her father will take to protect her. But
nothing could prepare her for the ex-SAS sniper who
crashes into her life. Jake Sharp resides in his own
personal hell. He was distracted from duty once
before, and the consequences were devastating--both
personally and professionally. He vowed never to let
that happen again. Accepting the job of bodyguard to
Camille Logan isn't the kind of distraction from his
demons he should take. Women and Jake don't mix
well, yet protecting the heiress seems the lesser of
two evils. But Jake soon discovers that she isn't the
woman she's perceived to be. She's warm,
compassionate, her presence settling, and his duty to
protect her soon goes deeper than a well-paid job, no
matter how hard he fights it. He needs absolution. He
comes to need Camille. But he knows he can't have
both.

International Guy
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Sylvia
Day comes the first novel in the Crossfire series—a
provocative masterstroke of abandon and obsession
that redefined the meaning of desire, and became a
global phenomenon. Gideon Cross came into my life
like lightning in the darkness He was beautiful and
brilliant, jagged and white-hot. I was drawn to him as
I’d never been to anything or anyone in my life. I
craved his touch like a drug, even knowing it would
weaken me. I was flawed and damaged, and he
opened those cracks in me so easily Gideon knew. He
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had demons of his own. And we would become the
mirrors that reflected each other’s most private
woundsand desires. The bonds of his love
transformed me, even as I prayed that the torment of
our pasts didn’t tear us apart

Reflected in You
An edgy, sexy USA TODAY bestseller about falling for
the one person you can’t have. Maise O’Malley just
turned eighteen, but she’s felt like a grown-up her
entire life. The summer before senior year, she has
plans: get into a great film school, convince her mom
to go into rehab, and absolutely do not, under any
circumstances, screw up her own future. But life has a
way of throwing her plans into free-fall. When Maise
meets Evan at a carnival one night, their chemistry is
immediate, intense, and short-lived. Which is exactly
how she likes it: no strings. But afterward, she can’t
get Evan out of her head. He’s taught her that a
hookup can be something more. It can be an
unexpected connection with someone who truly
understands her. Someone who sees beyond her
bravado to the scared but strong girl inside. That
someone turns out to be her new film class teacher,
Mr. Evan Wilke. Maise and Evan resolve to keep their
hands off each other, but the attraction is too much to
bear. Together, they’re real and genuine; apart,
they’re just actors playing their parts for everyone
else. And their masks are slipping. People start to
notice. Rumors fly. When the truth comes to light in a
shocking way, they may learn they were just playing
parts for each other, too. Smart, sexy, and
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provocative, Unteachable is about what happens
when a love story goes off-script.

Daughter of the Blood
Gideon calls me his angel, but he’s the miracle in my
life. My gorgeous, wounded warrior, so determined to
slay my demons while refusing to face his own. The
vows we'd exchanged should have bound us tighter
than blood and flesh. Instead they opened old
wounds, exposed pain and insecurities, and lured
bitter enemies out of the shadows. I felt him slipping
from my grasp, my greatest fears becoming my
reality, my love tested in ways I wasn’t sure I was
strong enough to bear. At the brightest time in our
lives, the darkness of his past encroached and
threatened everything we’d worked so hard for. We
faced a terrible choice: the familiar safety of the lives
we’d had before each other or the fight for a future
that suddenly seemed an impossible and hopeless
dream…

The Mall
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of It
Ends With Us and November 9 comes a moving and
haunting novel of family, love, and the power of the
truth. “Not every mistake deserves a consequence.
Sometimes the only thing it deserves is forgiveness.”
The Voss family is anything but normal. They live in a
repurposed church, newly baptized Dollar Voss. The
once cancer-stricken mother lives in the basement,
the father is married to the mother’s former nurse,
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the little half-brother isn’t allowed to do or eat
anything fun, and the eldest siblings are irritatingly
perfect. Then, there’s Merit. Merit Voss collects
trophies she hasn’t earned and secrets her family
forces her to keep. While browsing the local antiques
shop for her next trophy, she finds Sagan. His wit and
unapologetic idealism disarm and spark renewed life
into her—until she discovers that he’s completely
unavailable. Merit retreats deeper into herself,
watching her family from the sidelines, when she
learns a secret that no trophy in the world can fix. Fed
up with the lies, Merit decides to shatter the happy
family illusion that she’s never been a part of before
leaving them behind for good. When her escape plan
fails, Merit is forced to deal with the staggering
consequences of telling the truth and losing the one
boy she loves. Poignant and powerful, Without Merit
explores the layers of lies that tie a family together
and the power of love and truth.

John Denver Anthology (Songbook)
Book 1 in the sexy Manwhore series from the New
York Times bestselling author of REAL. Is it possible to
expose Chicago’s hottest player—without getting
played? This is the story I’ve been waiting for all my
life, and its name is Malcolm Kyle Preston Logan
Saint. Don’t be fooled by that last name though.
There’s nothing holy about the man except the hell
his parties raise. The hottest entrepreneur Chicago
has ever known, he’s a man’s man with too much
money to spend and too many women vying for his
attention. Mysterious. Privileged. Legendary. His
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entire life he’s been surrounded by the press as they
dig for tidbits to see if his fairytale life is for real or all
mirrors and social media lies. Since he hit the scene,
his secrets have been his and his alone to keep. And
that’s where I come in. Assigned to investigate Saint
and reveal his elusive personality, I’m determined to
make him the story that will change my career. But I
never imagined he would change my life. Bit by bit, I
start to wonder if I’m the one discovering himor if he’s
uncovering me. What happens when the man they
call Saint, makes you want to sin?

Gabriel's Rapture
Das Bewusstsein für die Relevanz von Fachsprachen
nicht nur in der hochspezialisierten Arbeitswelt,
sondern auch im Alltag hat sich deutlich verstärkt.
Angesichts einer zunehmenden Ausdifferenzierung
der Berufsperspektiven von AbsolventInnen
romanistischer Studiengänge ist eine systematische
Auseinandersetzung mit Formen und Funktionen
fachsprachlicher Kommunikation in Geschichte und
Gegenwart, wie dieser Band sie bietet, unumgänglich.
Der Band bietet eine systematische Übersicht über
die Fachsprachen der Romania, begleitet von
Hinweisen zur weiteren Lektüre und nützlichen
Arbeitsaufgaben.

A Hunger So Wild
In a seductive underworld where lycans, angels and
vampires vie for supremacy, Elijah Reynolds, the most
dominant of the lycans, is forced into forming alliance
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with Vashti, the second most powerful vampire in the
world, and soon their hatred for each other turns into
explosive passion. Original. 30,000 first printing.

Like a Boss
In the market for a hot tip? Here's one. Don't bang
your best friend's little sister. Especially when she's
an investigative journalist and your company is the
target of her latest exposé. Unfortunately, I've got a
hard-on for high-risk bets, and I'm more than eager to
invest my considerable stock holdings in Ellie
Seyfried'sahemglorious assets. Friends with fringe
benefits is a sweet deal, but it's not long before I'm
falling harder than the post-bubble Nasdaq, hooked
on Ellie's sweet smile and determination to make the
world a better place. There's only one problem When
it comes to risking my money, I've mastered every
trick in the book. But how the hell do I risk my heart?
*** I'm one puff piece away from tearing up my
journalism degree and hurling my laptop into the
Hudson River. So when I smell a juicy story brewing at
my brother's Wall Street investment firm, I'll do
whatever it takes to get my scoop. One clever
disguise later, I'm deep undercover as the firm's
newest broker, simultaneously gathering intel and
spouting off stock tips like a boss. Go me, right? Sure,
it sounds good on paper, but there's a catch: the
actual boss. Chief Executive Panty-melter Jack Holt is
cocky. Infuriating. And one smoldering look has me
ready to violate every rule in the employee handbook.
Thank God my assignment has an expiration date.
Because falling for my brother's best friend and
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business partner is a lose-lose proposition. Right?

Bared to You
The instant number one bestseller FROM #1
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR SYLVIA DAY
The final chapter in the global blockbuster Crossfire
quintet Gideon Cross. Falling in love with him was the
easiest thing I’ve ever done. It happened instantly.
Completely. Irrevocably. Marrying him was a dream
come true. Staying married to him is the fight of my
life. Love transforms. Ours is both a refuge from the
storm and the most violent of tempests. Two
damaged souls entwined as one. We have bared our
deepest, ugliest secrets to one another. Gideon is the
mirror that reflects all my flaws and all the beauty I
couldn’t see. He has given me everything. Now, I
must prove I can be the rock, the shelter for him that
he is for me. Together, we could stand against those
who work so viciously to come between us. But our
greatest battle may lie within the very vows that give
us strength. Committing to love was only the
beginning. Fighting for it will either set us free or
break us apart. Heartbreakingly and seductively
poignant, One with You is the breathlessly awaited
finale to the Crossfire saga, the searing love story that
has captivated millions of readers worldwide.

Scent of Darkness
DISCOVER THE FIRST BOOK IN THE DARKLY SENSUAL
CROSSFIRE SERIES THAT HAS CAPTURED MILLIONS OF
HEARTS AROUND THE WORLD - PERFECT FOR FANS
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OF FIFTY SHADES OF GREY **NEW ENHANCED EBOOK
INCLUDING THE SONG 'GOLDEN'** Gideon Cross. As
beautiful and flawless on the outside as he was
damaged and tormented on the inside. He was a
bright, scorching flame that singed me with the
darkest of pleasures. I couldn't stay away. I didn't
want to. He was my addiction . . . my every desire . . .
mine. My past was as violent as his, and I was just as
broken. We'd never work. It was too hard, too painful .
. . except when it was perfect. Those moments when
the driving hunger and desperate love were the most
exquisite insanity. We were bound by our need. And
our passion would take us beyond our limits to the
sweetest, sharpest edge of obsession . . . Intensely
romantic, darkly sensual and completely addictive,
Sylvia Day's Reflected in You will take you to the very
limits of obsession . . .

Without Merit
A young widow encounters the man who fueled her
dreams for years in this erotic Regency romance by
the #1 New York Times bestselling author. Seven
years ago, on the eve of her wedding, Lady Jessica
Sheffield witnessed a scandalous scene: the young
rakehell Alistair Caulfield giving himself to a very
pleased—and paying—lady. Shocked yet titillated,
Jessica nevertheless walked down the aisle.
Throughout her serene yet unremarkable marriage,
Alistair lived in her illicit fantasies. But now fate has
left her a childless widow. Meanwhile, Alistair ran far
from his disreputable life—and the beautiful debutant
he could not have. Now a successful shipping
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merchant, he has little in common with the man
Jessica once knew. But when she steps aboard his
ship for a transatlantic passage, seven years' worth of
denied pleasures are held in check by nothing more
than a few layers of silk. And as they set sail, they
finally surrender to overpowering waves of passion.
“The book that inspired Bared to You.”—Sylvia Day

A Caress of Wings
An agent of the Crown, Marcus Ashford, the Earl of
Westfield, must protect his beautiful former fiance,
Lady Hawthorne, who has in her possession a diary of
secrets that many would kill to obtain, while igniting
the flame of passion that still lingers between them.
Reprint.

The Protector
National bestselling author Sylvain Reynard continues
the story of Gabriel and Julia, two lovers bound
together by their darkest desires. But those very
desires may destroy them . . . Professor Gabriel
Emerson has embarked on a passionate, yet
clandestine affair with his former student Julia
Mitchell. Sequestered on a romantic holiday in Italy,
he tutors her in the sensual delights of the body and
the raptures of sex. But when they return, their
happiness is threatened by conspiring students,
academic politics, and a jealous ex-lover. When
Gabriel is confronted by the university administration,
will he succumb to Dante’s fate? Or will he fight to
keep Julia, his Beatrice, forever? In Gabriel’s Rapture,
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the brilliant sequel to the wildly successful debut
novel, Gabriel’s Inferno, Sylvain Reynard weaves an
exquisite love story that will touch the reader’s mind,
body, and soul, forever.

Ella Fitzgerald - Original Keys for Singers
(Songbook)
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Thea Harrison comes the final novella
featuring Pia and Dragos… Pia’s latest pregnancy has
become a daily challenge, her relationship with
Dragos strained with argument. That hasn’t stopped
them from achieving a compromise and traveling to
Las Vegas to celebrate their friend Rune’s wedding to
his mate Carling. From the moment they arrive, the
trip goes awry. Death walks in Vegas, and Pia is
kidnapped as an ancient enemy makes a move to
destroy the Great Beast once and for all. But the
Great Beast has other plans. On Planet Dragos
everything goes the way he arranges it—unless
someone decides to cross him, and God help them
then, because he doesn’t know how to back down,
and he doesn’t ever, ever let up….

Manwhore
New York Times bestselling author Sylvain Reynard
returns with the fourth installment of the beloved
Gabriel's Inferno series. When Gabriel and Julia
Emerson first lay eyes on their newborn daughter,
Clare, they realize life as they know it will never be
the same. Gabriel has vowed to be a good father
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when he suddenly receives an invitation to give a
series of lectures in Edinburgh, Scotland--an
opportunity of high prestige—but that would mean
leaving his wife and child in Boston. Hesitant to bring
it up, he keeps the opportunity from Julia as long as
he can, not knowing she has a secret of her own.
When a frightening situation arises that threatens
their new family, both parents must make sacrifices.
With the family in danger, the looming question
remains: Will Gabriel pursue his lectureship in
Edinburgh, leaving Julia and Clare vulnerable in
Boston, or will he abandon the chance of a lifetime in
order to ensure his family's safety?

Thoughtless
Author of Bared to You and A Hunger So Wild Sylvia
Day takes us into a shadowy underworld, where a
powerful angel breaks all the rules by falling for the
mortal whose life she’s saved… Chained in the dark,
Trevor Descansos endures pain and terror as
vampires slowly drain the life from him. He finds
mercy in Sentinel Siobhán, a beautiful avenging angel
with lethal wings. She draws Trevor from the depths
of hell, wrapping him in the softness of the same
feathers that she wielded like blades to cut down his
tormentors. Ageless and eternal, Siobhán has seen
too much to be surprised by anything, but the mortal
she finds in the pit of a vampire den shakes her to the
core. Broken and near death, his ravaged masculine
beauty stirs the heart she hadn't realized she
possessed. Though she’s tasked with eradicating the
vampire disease sweeping across her world, she
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nurses Trevor back to health, healing him even as he
awakens a forbidden longing. But the true test has yet
to come. Siobhán faces an even darker fate than
Trevor’s, as she falls from grace into mortal love…
Includes a preview of the next Renegade Angels
novel, A Hunger So Wild Praise for Sylvia Day “Will
rock readers with a stunning new world, a hot-blooded
hero, and a strong, kick-ass heroine.”—New York
Times Bestselling Author Larissa Ione “Hooked me
from the first page…I can’t wait to read more about
this league of sexy, dangerous guardian angels and
the fascinating world they inhabit.”—New York Times
Bestselling Author Lara Adrian “Explodes with passion
and heat.”—Cheyenne McCray, New York Times
bestselling author

Killing Sarai
(Vocal Piano). Arguably the best female jazz singer
ever, no one could out-swing or out-scat "The First
Lady of Song." This fine book features authentic
transcriptions in the original keys of 25 Fitzgerald
classics in voice with piano accompaniment format: Atisket, A-tasket * But Not for Me * Easy to Love *
Embraceable You * The Lady Is a Tramp * Misty * Oh,
Lady Be Good! * Satin Doll * Stompin' at the Savoy *
Take the "A" Train * and more. Includes a biography
and discography. A must for every jazz singer's
library!

Gabriel's Promise
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
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Bared to You comes Eve of Chaos When Evangeline
Hollis spent a night of passion with the darkly
seductive Alec Cain, she had no idea that she'd be
punished for it years later. Branded with the Mark of
Cain, Eve was thrust into a life of hunting demons as
penance. Living with the Mark-and the two sexy
brothers who come with it-was trouble enough. But
then Eve ran over Satan's hellhound during training.
Now Satan, incensed at the loss of his pet, has put a
bounty on Eve's head, and every demon in the
country wants to be the one to deliver her.
Meanwhile, Eve's formerly insatiable one-night stand
is acting distant. Cain says he still wants Eve, and she
believes him, but scorching hot sex isn't enough. Not
after knowing what it was like to have more. As Cain's
role in Eve's life becomes more and more uncertain,
Abel doesn't hesitate to step in. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

Tall Tales and Wedding Veils
From the #1 bestselling author of The Secret Wife
comes a story of love, passion, and tragedy as the
lives of Jackie Kennedy and Maria Callas are
intertwined—and they become the ultimate rivals, in
love with the same man. The President's Wife; a
Glamorous Superstar; the rivalry that shook the world
Jackie Kennedy was beautiful, sophisticated, and
contemplating leaving her ambitious young senator
husband. Life in the public eye with an overly
ambitious--and unfaithful—man who could hardly be
coaxed to return from a vacation after the birth of a
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stillborn child was breaking her spirit. So when she's
offered a holiday on the luxurious yacht owned by
billionaire Ari Onassis, she says yesto a meeting that
will ultimately change her life. Maria Callas is at the
height of her operatic career and widely considered to
be the finest soprano in the world. And then she's
introduced to Aristotle Onassis, the world’s richest
man and her fellow Greek. Stuck in a childless,
sexless marriage, and with pressures on all sides from
opera house managers and a hostile press, she finds
her life being turned upside down by this hyperintelligent and impeccably charming man Little by
little, Maria’s and Jackie’s lives begin to overlap, and
they come closer and closer until everything they
know about the world changes on a dime.

A Passion for Him
Eve of Chaos
The thrilling hot romance from No.1 Sunday Times
Bestselling Author Sylvia Day This duet includes two
stories: Aftershock and Afterburn. Never mix business
with pleasure. Never bring politics into the bedroom.
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